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Creating a Positive Learning Environment
Washington Township Elementary School (WTES) Blooms Under Ihssen’s Leadership
better teacher. I think
When Rik Ihssen first
my favorite students are
became principal at
the reluctant learners.
WTES in 1985, he had a
I try to make learning
goal in mind. “I wanted
fun for them and make
to build a program that
a game out of it. I have
had strong academics
found a math portal
and developed positive
online where students
character based on core
are doing 200-300 math
values,” said Mr. Ihssen Mr. Ihssen and award winners at an Honors Breakfast for students.
problems outside of
thinking back to those
class because it is fun.”
early years. “I wanted to have a positive
Student Night and Dance, 4-H, Bricks 4
Third grade teacher Kelli Panthi is in her
learning environment where kids could not Kidz, Girls on the Run – the list goes on
12th year of teaching, five years at WTES.
wait to get back to school after summer
and on. We are also blessed with parent
“Teachers feel safe talking to Mr. Ihssen,”
vacation or Christmas break. Back then, the volunteers and local groups who help
she said sincerely. “He lets me teach in
elementary program was just an extension
sponsor some of the activities. I am proud
my own style, my own flavor. The extra
of the high school. Our building was old,
of our staff. They have good relationships
activities outside of class help motivate
but we had some great programs for kids.”
with students, which helps teachers turn
students to do better in class. My grade
Those were the early years of his WTES
around students who wander off-track.”
career. Mr. Ihssen has announced that his
Third grade teacher Carla
career at WTES will end June 2020.
Miller has worked with Mr.
Having the right staff was at the heart
Ihssen his entire WTES career.
of the kind of program Mr. Ihssen wanted
“I was here before Rik was
to build. “Having a positive staff like we
hired,” she said. “It was a
do now is so important,” he explained.
great transition to Mr. Ihssen’s
“Teachers and support staff go extra miles
leadership. He lets his staff
for the students. Look at all of the special
bloom. He supports our different Mrs. Panthi and her third graders having fun.
clubs and after school activities we have
teaching styles. I have always
level team is so helpful, too. Mr. Ihssen
for students – Math Bowl, STEM Club,
enjoyed the WTES “family” atmosphere.
builds in time for us to talk to the teachers
Spell Bowl, WTS Live (Swing Choir), Young
The parent support has always been a big
a grade above and below so that individual
Rembrandts, Reading Counts, Reading Late reason why I love WTES.”
student needs are recognized. I could not
Night, Science Olympiad, Fun Fair, Father/
Fourth grade teacher Christian Lembke
do as well without the parents who ask,
is only in his fifth year of
“What do you need? Can I help in a math
teaching, all at WTES. “I went
or reading center? WTES certainly has
to WTES as a student so I saw
an environment that helps the students
Mr. Ihssen from a student’s
succeed.”
perspective first,” said Mr.
Lembke. “He was fun. I could
Positive environment?
tell that he loved being with
kids. He encourages me to be a
Mr. Lembke and his fourth-grade class of learners.
No problem at WTES!
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Keeping the Ball in the Air

by Aaron Case, Ph.D.

A Balance of Athletic Success and Academic Success

The vision of East Porter
County School Corporation
is to be “The School
of Choice” in our area. The schools have
become more competitive since the change
to open enrollment. East Porter County School
Corporation is a gem, and we want to make sure
that we do not lose the spirit of a small school
and its lasting tradition. However, we must also
realize the world is changing, and we must find a
balance to help our students become successful
in the future. EPCSC’s mission is to prepare each
generation with skills, knowledge, and character
to enable all individuals to be successful in their
chosen paths to leave a positive legacy. We must
be intentional to make that happen.
The School Board and administration has
started working on a strategic plan that has four
points of emphasis. We want to be intentional
in our programing, staffing, environment, and
communication. When looking at programming,
East Porter wants to provide programs that are
aligned, rigorous, and meet the expectations of
college and career readiness in order to help
students complete pathways to graduation
and successful careers/employment. Business
consultant Larry Alton wrote an article in Forbes
that talks about how the change in the workplace
is accelerating. We need to make sure that our
students are able to adapt and keep pace with
the ever-increasing demands of the workplace.
Therefore, we will be focusing on increasing
literacy and on skills that will help students adapt
to their changing world.
Staffing is the second part of the plan. East
Porter wants to recruit, hire, develop and

retain a diverse and premier workforce. This is
challenging working within the strict budget
Indiana has given to us. East Porter ranks in the
bottom twenty school districts (out of 291 public
school corporations) in per pupil funding. This
creates some disadvantage for us as other school
systems around us can pay teachers and support
staff higher salaries. However, we are extremely
blessed with our staff. The results show that East
Porter still is at the top of the list when it comes
to student achievement and performance. We
will continue to hire the right people to ensure
our students’ success.
The third area that we are bringing to the
forefront is environment. It is important for
our students to have a safe and caring learning
environment. Additionally, it is important for us
to make sure that we are drafting long term plans
for budgeting purposes. In this area, the district
will be focused on making sure our facilities are
up to date for the appropriate programming and
educational needs while budgeting appropriately.
Finally, communication is one of the most
important areas of our plan. East Porter wants
to continue to build a culture of trust, to build
relationships, and to build collaboration with
all taxpayers. We are looking to improve how
we share information with all taxpayers about
what is happening in our schools and for ways
that you can share your thoughts with us. We
are preparing a survey for our stakeholders
to gather input. Additionally, we want to
increase our social media presence and share
in the celebrations of the great things that are
happening at East Porter County Schools.

Sports play the important role of imparting character values – hard work, honesty, teamwork, and fair play.
Student athletes learn to balance their time to be successful on the team and in the classroom. All athletes are
winners when they set proper priorities, balance their time, and juggle all their responsibilities well. Three teams are
highlighted here because of their success in 2019. Congratulations to these successful teams! You kept the ball in the air.
The Washington Township Baseball team completed a dream season
last spring as they steadily improved. The team, coached by teacher
Randy Roberts in his 24th year as coach of the team, came in second
in the Porter County Conference (PCC), and then proceeded to win
sectional, regional, and semi-state championships. “I still have not
wrapped my head around what happened last year,” said Mr. Roberts
in amazement. “It was our most successful team. Perhaps 3 or 4 other
teams I have coached had the talent, but this was truly a team. They
had a combination of talent, hard work, and character . . . oh yes, and
just plain baseball luck. It was a great experience for the community.
At our games during the state tournament, I saw former players, college
teammates of mine, and whole little league teams that coaches brought.
Our parents always support us.”

As the state runner up in baseball, the team had eight seniors.
“Last spring, our team blended well and bonded together,” said
Logan Curran (12). James Hernandez (12) said, “We played loose
and joked in the dugout. We were not tight.” Steven
Hernandez summed up the season when he said,
“There were no big names. We played as a team.”

Morgan Twp. Girls Volleyball: (L-R) Gracie Abbett, Coach Bolen,
Morgan Barrette, Sahara Bee
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Morgan Township’s Boys Soccer team was a sectional champion this fall. Parent/Coach Craig
Kenworthy has been coaching the team for two years. “I am so proud of this team,” he said shaking
his head. “This is a great group of kids – smart and intelligent. When we changed our formation
and strategy in the middle of the season, the kids bought into it and our overall game improved. We
controlled the mid-field better and forced the play into the offensive end.”
Captains Tate Ivanyo and Joshua Kenworthy are both juniors this year and cannot wait until next
year. “Morgan Township had never won a sectional before in soccer,” said Tate. “We started slow,
but we really improved. We will start out stronger next year.” Joshua Kenworthy is the son of Coach
Kenworthy. “We began working more together as the season went on,” Joshua said. “We want to
build on this year’s accomplishments. I definitely want to connect more of my passes.” Ethan Lesko
is also a junior and an important member of the team. “It was cool to play on a big stage in the
regional,” explained Ethan. “None of us had played in a game like that. I improved this year and
need to get bigger and faster next year to improve my ball control.”
Now, Coach Kenworthy can take a philosophical view of his team and the sport. “Soccer is a
creative game,” he said. “The more intelligent you are, the more creative you can be. I think our
team will be just fine next fall.”

Washington Twp. Baseball: (L-R) James Hernandez, Coach Roberts,
Steven Hernandez, Layne Matson

Morgan Twp. Boys Soccer: (L-R) Joshua Kenworthy, Coach Kenworthy,
Ethan Lesko, Tate Ivanyo

Morgan Township’s (MT) Girls Volleyball
team got to semi-state this fall – a feat never
accomplished before by a MT volleyball team. Coach
Amy Bolen is an attorney and an MT parent. “Our team was 29-6
this year winning the PCC Round Robin and Tournament, sectionals,
and regionals,” said Mrs. Bolen. “I love these girls. I have coached
them since they started playing. Most importantly, I wanted to teach
them life skills that will help them become great women. Assistant
coach Monica Handley has been with me for four years. She teaches
in Michigan City and then drives over. We have good chemistry
which provides consistency for the girls. This year we had seven
seniors who played so well together – just like a well-oiled
machine. I am proud of all of my girls who now have won
five straight sectional championships. MT is a special place.”
Captains Morgan Barrette, Sahara Bee, and Gracie Abbett
helped lead the team by example. “We lost in regionals last
year and lost only three seniors,” said Morgan. “We stepped
up our game so we could go out with a bang.” Sahara Bee
was born in Dubai, UAE and did not play volleyball until
her freshman year. This year, she was the All-Around Award
winner on the team after switching from outside hitter to
setter. Gracie Abbett had to demonstrate time management
more than anyone on the team. “I ran cross country and
played on the volleyball team at the same time this fall,”
she smiled. “We had a common goal and were happy to be
successful together.”

Finding the Gateway for Success
Middle school is a time for exploration. Washington Twp. Middle School
(WTMS) is finding it to be the perfect time to empower students to discover a new
world of thinking using a Project Lead The Way (PLTW) course called Computer
Science for Innovators and Makers. The course is part of PLTW’s Gateway curriculum for middle school. PLTW is a non-profit consortium which produces engaging,
hands-on curriculum for students as young as pre-kindergarten through grade 12
to empower them to develop in-demand knowledge and skills they will need to
thrive. PLTW also provides teachers with the training they need to engage students
in real-world learning.
Don Atwood, WTMS science teacher, has been trained on the Computer Science
course and currently is being trained on the App Creators course. “It is fun seeing
kids get excited about the hands-on projects which help them understand what
Melody Keever shows off her automatic pet food dispensing device
computer science is and how complete with a rotating platform.
they could become involved in it in the future,” he said. “Students
can use their creativity in solving one of three different projects.
By using a Micro:bit processor with accelerometer and magnetometer, each student or group of students is able to expand his/
her idea of what computer science can accomplish.” Students do
make unexpected discoveries. “We can use the Micro:bit to see
the difference between day and night,” said Sophia Venit. Corbin
Martin explained, “It is easy to mess up, but we kept working
with it until it worked.” Marisa Spicer thought her group should
get an “A”. “We worked together and put a lot of team effort into
making it work,” she said. “The students get an appreciation of
what it takes to make the digital devices around them work,” Mr.
Atwood concluded.
(L-R) Sophia Venit, Corbin Martin, Marisa Spicer, and Alyssa Mondragon proudly show off

Searching for

their ‘Night Safety’ device (bicycle back light) which they coded and wired.

Accountability
The Indiana General Assembly directed Indiana
schools to transition from one state test to another,
ISTEP+ to ILEARN. The 2019 ILEARN results throughout the state were below 2018 ISTEP+ scores. It is not
unusual for results to vary whenever a measurement
tool is changed. However, these results have prompted
some General Assembly members and many educators
to ask, “Is ILEARN reliable and valid?” Reliability of a
test has to do with getting similar results under consistent conditions. Will the same students produce similar
scores if they take the test at another time? Validity of
a test has to do with seeing whether the test measures
what it claims to measure. Reliability and validity are
both necessary for ILEARN to be considered a good
test – a test that can be used to help students improve.
While others debate whether ILEARN is reliable and
valid or needs to be fixed, East Porter County students
performed relatively well on the spring 2019 test:
1. East Porter County students passing percentages
compared to state averages – English/Language
Arts (ELA) = 64.3% vs. state average of 47.9%;
Math = 63.5% vs. state average of 47.8%;
Passing both ELA and Math = 51.9% vs. state
average of 37.1%

2.

While the governor and legislature have
determined that this year’s ILEARN scores should
not be used for determining grades for schools
nor for determining staff wages and bonuses,
East Porter County students scored well enough
for the corporation to be one of the top three
school corporations in Porter County. As top
performers in Porter County, East Porter County
students scored far above the state average.
There were two major differences between ILEARN
and the previous ISTEP+. First, ILEARN was an
“adaptive test” taken completely on the computer.
Questions became more difficult if the student was
being successful. Questions became easier if the
student was not being successful while taking the
test. Second, ILEARN included measures of college
and career readiness standards for the first time. “Our
teachers are working hard to prepare students for
the increased rigor that college and career readiness
standards demand,” said Director of Curriculum
and Instruction Christine Gesiakowski. “Due to the
technology enhanced questions and the potential
problems navigating the technology, my concern
is that ILEARN scores may not accurately reflect

student learning. The format of the new test expects
students to be able to drag and drop text or to work
within a text box that requires them to scroll up and
down. Students toggle between 2-3 texts to respond
to questions. Students have experience with online
testing platforms, but every platform is different
depending on the test vendor. Therefore, students
have to learn to work within each online platform.”
Superintendent Aaron Case agreed. “East Porter
County is not a proponent of teaching to the test, but
how to access the tech enhanced ILEARN platform
is important,” he said. “I do think we are on the right
track with blending teacher-based instruction with
computer-based instruction in the classroom to give
each student a wide range of experiences he/she will
need on ILEARN and in the future. Our goal is to use
reliable and valid tests to help each student improve.”
Each student is much more than just a single
test score. Yet, it is important for schools to be
accountable for the tax dollars being spent on each
student. As the numbers presented above indicate,
East Porter County students outperform the average
of all Indiana students by a large margin. East Porter
County schools will continue to focus on educating
each student, based on his/her talents and interests,
so that he/she is well prepared for the future.

Getting Ready for
Change and Growth
Kouts Elementary Focused on Helping Each Student Build a Strong Foundation
Schools are all about
change. Children grow
into young adults. Students
become better at reading,
writing, and problem solving.
Students move from one grade
to the next. Things have been
changing at Kouts Elementary
School (KES) this year, too.
When KES Principal Patti
Eich decided to retire this
semester after 12 years at KES,
New Kouts Elementary Principal Teri Detering a new principal was needed
to start the school year.
Mrs. Teri Detering brings a wide range of experiences with her.
“I did not start out to be a teacher or a principal,” said Mrs.
Detering. “I spent nine years in insurance before I decided
that this was not what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. I
became an elementary teacher and I loved it!” Her 17 years of
experience in education also includes being a middle school
math teacher in a school of 1,150 students in Middlebury
(Northridge Middle School), then an assistant principal for the
intermediate school in Middlebury--which is a school of 700+
4th and 5th graders, and most recently a preschool through 8th
grade principal for Wanatah, a school of 280 students.
“I think that I have enjoyed the elementary students the most
in my career,” Principal Detering said. “I have so many reasons
to love the elementary, but foremost, this is where students get
their foundational learning that will help them for a lifetime.
I am happy to be principal at Kouts
Elementary because as a teacher I
could influence 20-25 students each
year, but as the Kouts Elementary
principal, I have the privilege of
having an impact on all 325 students.
I think a strength of East Porter County
is that teachers and the principal get
to spend more time with each child
because of our smaller class sizes. We
use test data to help us understand
students’ strengths and weaknesses,
but you need to look at the whole
picture, the whole student, to see what
they need and how we can get it to

them. The more teachers and I know about a student relationally,
the more we will know when to hit the pause button and
reinforce a concept that they may not get right away or when we
should challenge them with more difficult material building on
the knowledge they already have.”
Mrs. Detering is grateful for the work of KES Title I teacher
Julie Gant this year. Mrs. Gant has compiled a brand-new
database that includes each of the 90 students she sees each
week showing the different strategies that have been tried with
each student in the past. Mrs. Gant explained, “I piggy-backed
on the format created by Washington Township Elementary Title
I teacher Kari Hinkle. It shows all the things we have tried with
a student and what was successful. The data has been shared
with all the classroom teachers. This way we can work together
and see the progress that each student is making. Using the data
helps me to focus on which strategies are working and helps me
to plan my instruction accordingly. I can then see when each
student is making progress using a specific learning strategy.
The format that I am using helps all teachers track the data on
a specific student in the same way. A student may not start out
strong in an area, but I have seen students make leaps forward
once we help them find ways that they can learn best.”
Truly, schools are all about change and finding the best ways
for individuals to learn. The smiles on student faces tell the story
when the light bulb goes on and they learn something new.

Those smiles indicate students
are changing and growing.

Title I teacher Julie Gant with some of her students. Notice the smiling faces.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
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Preparing students with 21st
employability skills is part of the mission of
high schools throughout the country. DECA
is finding success in doing exactly that at
Morgan Township (MTHS) and Washington
Township High Schools (WTHS). DECA
was the acronym for Distributive Education
Clubs of America decades ago. That acronym
has lost its meaning as the DECA mission
expanded. Students are given real world
experiences through competitions in role
playing, business presentations, papers
on one of the four DECA areas of focus,
networking, and collaboration.
When business teacher Julie Moore first
came to WTHS 12 years ago, she began
a DECA chapter and became the district
coordinator for DECA in 2014. “I had helped
with DECA during my previous teaching
experience. I knew that it had great benefits
for students,” said Mrs. Moore. “Currently,
we have about 20 students in DECA coming
from a variety of different backgrounds. We
have high ability students as well as average
students and those just looking for their niche
in school. Since I started in 2007, I have
been taking kids to both the district and state
DECA competitions. It is rare now when
the entire team does not qualify for our state
DECA competition. We began going to the
International competition in 2010. I am very
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department. “We started a DECA program at
MTHS the second year I was here,” she said.
“It is such a good experience for the students
and it builds the business department at the
same time.” In just three years, the MTHS
DECA program has grown to include 49
students. The DECA chapter is run by eight
members of an executive team, each having a
specific area of responsibility. “I joined DECA
because I wanted to learn how to deal with
interviews better,” said Greyson Lemmons.
“It has also helped me with leadership skills
and learning to network with others.” Abby
Nash is excited about DECA, too. “Each
competition helps you prepare for the next
level,” she said. “DECA prepares you for the
real world where you have to pay taxes and
understand expenses. I am finding what I
want in DECA.” Olivia White finds DECA to

proud of them.” Students can also gain
college credit from IVY Tech by taking
certain business classes from Mrs.
Moore.
The enthusiasm for DECA is evident
in talking with WTHS DECA members.
“DECA is the best way to prepare for
the business world after high school,”
said Katie Evans. Gabby Newton
L-R: Olivia White, Abby Nash, Greyson Lemmons, Shelby Whitaker,
agreed. “We get to experience what
Jax Whited, Julia Cunningham, Bram Arnett, and Caroline Rakowski
a professional business presentation is (not pictured) are the MTHS DECA Executive Team.
like and be judged by business leaders,”
be fun and beneficial. “I believe I have found
she said. Charles Schmidgall is president
my voice by being in DECA,” Olivia said. “I
of the WTHS DECA chapter.
am more of an introvert, but the presentations
“I got involved with DECA as
and role playing got me out of a box to be
a way to use and develop my
able to speak with more confidence.” Bram
talents,” Charles said. “I could
Arnett is hoping to gain skills he can use
always speak to people well, but
on college applications. “Learning how to
I wanted to learn how to use that
present yourself in interviews and on paper
skill in business.”
is important,” said Bram. “I also learn the
At MTHS, fourth-year business
language of business, which is good for me.”
teacher Crystal White could
These students are becoming the
immediately see the value
Valerie Churchill, Gabby Newton, J.J. Stewart, Drake Joiner, and Katie
of the DECA program for her
stars in business in the future.

L-R:
Evans listen to Mrs. Moore at WTHS.

